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OPAL [1] is one of four experiments under prepara-
tion for the LEP e'e - collider at CERN. It is shown
schematically in fig. 1 . It is divided into a "barrel
region" with various detectors arranged in concentric
cylinders around the collision zone and two "end cap"
regions which close the cylinders to complete the solid
angle coverage. Electromagnetic calorimetry, a vital part
of the detector, is used to detect and measure the energy
and direction of photons and electrons and to provide
fast trigger signals. This article is devoted to the end cap
electromagnetic calorimeters. A cross-section through
one of them is shown in fig. 2. It is a total absorption
calorimeter, and consists of a matrix of leadglass assem-
blies located between the OPAL central drift chamber
pressure vessel and the magnet iron pole pieces. Each
end cap forms a 3.8 m diameter dome of leadglass
counters covering the polar angular regions 10" 5 ®_<
35 °, where 0 is the angle with respect to the beam line,
and the whole azimuthal angle. The total solid angle
covered by the end caps is 17% . The end cap electro-
magnetic calorimeters overlap with forward calorime-
ters [2] at small polar angles and with the barrel electro-
magnetic calorimeters [3] at large polar angles.

Fig. 3 shows a complete electromagnetic end cap
(E EC). It is made up from two halves, known as
"Dees", each consisting of 566 leadglass assemblies .
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A description is given of the OPAL end cap electromagnetic calorimeters which consist of leadglass instrumented with vacuum
photo triodes. Test results are presented showing linearity, energy and position resolution measured in an electron beam whilst the
calorimeter is subject to magnetic fields up to 1.0 T. The response to hadrons is also discussed. Finally, radiation damage and
recovery of the leadglass is reported.

There are a total of 2264 for the entire E

	

C detector.
The lateral dimensions of the individual counters are
94 x 94 mm?, comparable to the lateral size of electro-
magnetic showers. The front face of each counter sub-
tends an angle of approximately 2° x 2° at the inter-
section region.

The EMECs are subject to the full axial magnetic
field of the OPAL magnet. Initially this will be 0.4 T,
possibly rising to 0.7 T if the aluminium coil is replaced
with a superconducting one. The light within the lead-
glass is detected with novel devices which we have
developed in conjunction with industry and designed to
operate in intense axial magnetic fields. They are single
stage photomultipliers or vacuum photo triodes [4]
(VPTs).

Thin, high gas gain wire chambers [5] are mounted
between the OPAL central detector pressure vessel and
the leadglass to "presample" the electromagnetic
showers, making it possible to correct, on a particle-by-
particle basis, for energy deposited in the material in
front of the calorimeter.

The EMEC calorimeter design aims are :
- excellent energy linearity and intrinsic resolution;
- - good spatial resolution (<_ 1 cm) ;
- good gain stability plus accurate gain monitoring ;
- hermiticity ;
- good electron-hadron identification;
- affordable price ;
- able to operate in a high magnetic field.

In addition the EMEC calorimeters must be reliable
and robust .
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Fig. 2. Cross section through OPAL end cap showing the different lengilts of leadglass blocks .

Fig. 3 . A complete OPAL end cap electromagnetic calorimeter
consisting of two Dees, mounted on the OPAL magnet role

This paper describes the detailed design of the EMEC
assemblies, and reports a series of test beam studies to
measure their performance (a forthcoming paper [61,
hereafter referred to as OPAL 2, will address the con-
struction, calibration and operation of the complete
EMEC apparatus).

Section 2 describes in detail the EMEC assembly
design, section 3 covers the experimental arrangements
used in the test beams, section 4 summarises the beam
test results for single assemblies operated in an axial
magnetic field, section 5 reports the test beam results
for an array of assemblies and section 6 discusses the
effect of radiation on the leadglass.

2. EMEC assembly design rand description

Leadglass has been chosen for the EMEC calorime-
ters because it offers excellent energy resolutirm and
linearity at a reasonable cost .



2.1 . Assembly components
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Fig. 4. Aleadglass counter showing clectncal and optical connections .

The energy resolution of leadglass calorimeters is
generally considered [71 to be limited by three types of
shower-by-shower fluctuations :
- intrinsic shower development;
- photoelectron yield;
- shower leakage.
Electronic noise may also degrade the resolution. The
OPAL EMEC has been designed to maximise the signal
to electronic noise ratio and minimise the effects of
shower-by-shower variations on the energy resolution.

Fig. 4 is a schematic view of a leadglass assembly .
The glass block is housed in a brass can of wall thick-
ness 0.45 mm. This acts as an electrical screen and
provides mechanical support for the assembly via the
end plate of the can which is secured to a rigid back
plate. This method of support permits an individual
assembly to be withdrawn from the array without dis-
turbing its neighbours. The surfaces of the leadglass
blocks are polished . The block is wrapped (excluding
the end to which the VPT is attached) with aluminium
foil, which is at ground potential, and is enclosed in a
protective layer of mylar.

2.1 .1 . Leadglass
The properties of the leadglass, CEREN 25 [81, are

summarised in tables la and lb. The external transmis-
sion coefficient of a 25 mm sample in air is shown in
fig . 5 for a range of wavelengths. Note that an internal
transmission of 1.0 gives an external transmission of
0.888 bevanaüse of refle-ions at the air-glass interfaces .
The spectrum of generated Cherenkov light is peaked
towards short wavelengths, and thus it is important that
the CEREN 25 transmission (table 1b) extends to wave-
lengths below 400 nm.

FIBRE op'r) C C~'4NECTOR

In o-

	

) locate the position of an electromagnetic
shower precisely within the -alorimeter, it is necessary
for the energy to be shared between a number of
leadglass blocks . Balancing this requirement against that
of increasing cost for improved granularity, led to a
choice of block cross-section of 92 X 92 liiu-i52 . (The
wrapping, brass can and clearance between the counters
add 2 mm, so the counters are mounted on a 94 mm
pitch.)

The front faces of the EMEC calorimeters are
arranged to follow the contours of the central detector
pressure vessel. The outer circumference of the Dees is
brought a close as possible to the coil of the solenoidal

Table 1 a
Corning CI REN 25 properties [81 (Chemical composition by
weight)

5i02	- 39%
PbO

	

- 55%,
K20 - 2%O
Na2O - 3%

- Density: 4.06 g/cm3
- Radiation length (Xo): 2.51 cm
- Refractive index: 1.708 (at 400 nm)
- Linear coefficient of thermal expansion (20-300 ° C) :
74x10 -7/°C

Table lb
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Corning CEREN 25 properties
wavelength of 400 nm)

Thickness (X0)
(radiation lengths)

[81 (Internal transmission Ivy

Transmission

10 0.981
25 0.954
50 0.910
100 0.829
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Fig. 5. The external transmission of a 25 mm sample of
CEREN 25 in air as a function of wavelength. The line through

the points is a spline fit drawn to guide the eye.

magnet to ensure complete overlap between the barrel
and end cap calorimeters . In addition presampler cham-
bers are mounted on the front of the asscinblies . Within
these tight geometrical constraints it was not possible to
arrange the modules so that each one pointed towards
the interaction region .
A consequence of the nonpointing geometry is that

(away from the forward direction) particles enter the
leadglass at oblique angles . The block lengths are cho-
sen to give a total depth of at least 20.5 radiation
lengths for all allowed trajectories within OPAL. This is
discussed further in section 5 .

2.1 .2. Vacuum photo triodes
The vacuum photo triodes are optically coupled to

the leadglass by an epoxy resin, selected for optical
clarity an high refractive index. ine ingredients were
supplied by CIBA Geigy; the properties are summarised
in table 2 .

The VPTs are supplied by Philips [9] . Comparisons
with triodes from other manufacturers have been made
in previous papers [4]. Fig. 6 shows a schematic view of
the triode . Photoelectrons, emitted from the photo-
cathode are accelerated through a potential difference
of 1200 V towards the grounded anode grid . Most are
transmitted through the grid and continue until they hit
the dynode which is at a potential of -600 V with

M. Akrawy et al. / OPAL end cap electromagnetic calorimeter

Table 2
Glue properties

Resin:

	

Di-glycidyl Ether - Bisphenol A
Hardener : Aliphatic Amine - Tri-methyl hexa-methylene

diamme
Refractive index =1.63 f0.02 in the visible region

Conducting
Paint

Anode
(ground)

Dynode
(-600v) Foil wrapped round outside

of tube -- photocathode
potential

-44-70 mm e-11110

Fig. 6. Schematic cross-section through Vacuum Photo Triode .

respect to earth and is placed directly behind the anode.
Electron multiplication then occurs, and the secondary
electrons are attracted back to the anode. The proper-
ties of the Philips VPTs are summarised in table 3. The
D-type photocathode is characterised by a low dark
current and higl" quantum efficiency, which is peaked at
wavelengths well matched to the spectrum of Cheren-
kov light transmitted bar the leadglass.

Fig. 7 shows the distribution of triode gains mea-
sured in an axial magnetic field of 0.7 T. The mean of
the distribution is 11 .5 . At 0.4 T, the mean is 13.5 .

Fig. 8 shows fl-v-. measured "Corning Blue" * sensi-
tivities for the triodes. The mean of 10.8 p.A/lumen
corresponds to wi average peak quantum efficiency of
269'0 . As discussed below, this excellent sensitivity con-
tributes to the achievement of good energy resolution .

ione quantum efficiency of a photosensitive device is defined
as the ratio cf the number of emitted photoelectrons i.o the
number of incident photons. Since the efficiency is strongly
wavelength dependent, it is normally measured with the use
of an accurately specified illumination. The standard light
source employed for testing devices which are used to mea-
sure scintillation and Cherenkov light has light from a
tungsten lamp at a temperature of 2856 1{ passing through a
Corning CS No . 5-58 filter. This generates a spectäurn centred
at - 420 nm . Corning Blue (CB) sensitivity is then defined
as the cathode sensitivity measured in [LA/im (after the
filter) using the above defined light source .



Table 3
Vacuum photo triode properties

Type :
Nominal photocathode diameter :
Photocathode :
Average gain (at 0.4 T):
Average quantum efficiency a)

(with CB source):
Overall diameter :
Lengtb excluding vacuum seal):
Maximum operating voltage :
a) At peak sensitivity in the spectral response .

2.1 .3. Electronic chain
The high voltage and signal readout circuitry used

with the triodes is shown in fig. 9. The need for signifi-
cant post amplification makes careful ripple filtering of
the high voltage supply very important. This is achieved
with a two-stage low-pass filter which gives attenuation
of around 50 dB at 50 Hz and 154 dB at 20 kHz. A
voltage supply with 1 V rms of ripple at 20 kHz
produces only 33 nV rms of ripple at the VPT. This
would result in a noise signal at the amplifier output
equivalent to 2 or 3 electrons rms.

Wm
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D type-So K Cs
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80 mm
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18 20 22
GAIN MEASURED AT 0 .7T

Fig. 7. The distribution of triode gains measured at a magnetic
field of B=0.7 T for the full triode sample . The gain increased
through the production cycle and the curve shows a superprJsi-

tion of several distributions.
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Fig. 8 . The distribution of Corning Blue measurements for the
full triode sample (see text for definition of "Corning Blue").
Note the good uniformity throughout the production . The peak
quantum efficiency is approximately (2 .4xCorning Blue mea-

surement) %.

The internal gain factor of a VPT is only of order
10-20. It is therefore necessary to amplify the output
signal with a high-gain, low-noise amplifier before it can
be accepted by an ADC. An amplifier has been spe-
cially developed for this application at the Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory [10].

At LEP the interval between beam crossings is 22 l,s .
This makes it possible to improve the noise perfor-
mance of the amplifier by shaping the signal with
relatively long time constant . Fig. 10 show, the signal
wa-eform measured at the input of the ADC. The
amplitude approaches zero to within 1°% of the peak
value 22 [Ls after the start.

The signal from the amplifier is transmitted to the
electronics but "irough a screened twisted pair cable to
prevent noise "pickup"_ A pulse transformer provides
matching between this cable and the 50 Q coaxial cable
feeding the input, of the Analogue to Digital Converter
(ADC) [111 . Although th ; ADC input impedance is 50

9, it requires a source impedance of greater than 150 SB
for satisfactory noise performance. This ré, ü:irement is
met by a resistive, attenuation network which also allows
the overall response of each channel to be adjusted over
a range of 4 :1 providing the channel to channel match-
ing needed for physics-went triggering purposes .
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Fig. 10. Signal waveform at ADC input .

2.1.4. Light sources
Each assembly has two reference light sources (fig . 4)

which are used for monitoring its performance. In one
system light is taken via optical fibres to each counter
from a liquid scintillator cell which is excited by a
pulsed ultraviolet nitrogen 'laser. A fibre optic connector
joins the external fibre to an internal fibre which injects
light into the corner of the leadglass block . A full
description of this system is given in OPAL 2. The
scintihator has been chosen to give ,a spectrum of light
which is similar to the spectrum of Cherenkov light
transmitted by the leadglass blocks.

Each assembly also has a green light emitting diode
(LEIS) . The LED is mounted on a perspex rod which is
glued to the end of the leadglass block (fig. 4). This
arrangement obviates electrical signals passing near the
very sensitive amplifier. The green LEDs generate light
over a broad spectrum with an average wavelength of
565 nm. With the laser-driven system all channels must
be pulsed together. The LED system allows an individ-
ual channel or any subset of channels to be selected
(OPAL 2).

2 .1.5. Photoelectron yield and noise considerations
The mean number of photoelect :i-,,;ns produced by an

electromagnetic particle with incident energy E (in units
of GeV) is found to be 1 .8E x 103 (see section 4.7) .

lid Akrawy et al. / OPAL end cap electromagnetic calorimeter

Thus the contribution to the over

	

energy resolution
from photoelectron fluctuations (at B = 0.4 T) is :

( 6E

	

-

	

1 + g_
)

	

~

	

1/2

E

	

p.e.

	

( 18001:'

	

- 0.027

	

,)

where g is the gain of the triode (at B -= 0.4 T), and E
is the energy of the shower in GeV . Note that the
second term represents fluctuations at the dynode .

The noise level at the output of the amplifier corre-
sponds to 175 electrons rms at the input, with the input
open circuit . This is increased by an additional 4 to 5
electrons rms per pF of shunt capacitance across the
input. Since the s have a capacitance of - 30 pF
between anode and earth, the electronic noise referred
to the amplifier input with VPT connected is - 3
electrons rms .

If we assume that it is necessary to sum over n
channels to collect all the energy from an electromag-
netic shower, then since the amplifier noise is stochastic
the contribution to the overall energy resolution is :

1800Eg x100% *

The coherent noise across an array of assemblies is
measured to be negligible.

It is interesting to consider the performance which
would have been obtained if vacuum photo diodes had
been used. These have been used successfully with scin-
tillator detectors in other experiments [12], however, the
light output per unit energy deposited by an electro-
magnetic shower is two to three orders of magnitude
less from leadglass than from sodium iodide for exam-
ple. The shunt capacitance of a photo diode is less than
a triode, but neglecting this difference, we estimate that
a 1 GeV electromagnetic shower shared between 2
leadglass blocks instrumented with photo diodes would
suffer an electronic noise contribution of about 25% to
the energy resolution. Triodes, with an average intrinsic
gain of 13.5 (at B = 0.4 T) reduce this to less than 2%.

The discussion of the contributions which, when
combined, determine the energy resolution is continued
in section 5 .

3. Studies in electron beams at

83

In order to establish the anticipated performance of
the E EC experimentally it is necessary to carry out
measurements over a wide range oY energies under
conditions which are close to those foreseen in OPAL.
It is crucial to do at least some of the studies in an axial
magnetic field, because shower development and V
behaviour may differ significantly from the zero field
case .

Two experimental arrangements are reported . One
measures the performance of single counters when sub-
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Veto
Counter

Magnetic too
Field
Strength so

jected to the axial magnetic field of a solenoid . This is
described in section 4. The second measures the re-
sponse of an array of assemblies operating in the ab-
sence of an applied magnetic field and is reported in
section 5. Many of the experimental details for the two
arrangements, however, are common and are given be-
low.

Figs . 11 and 18 show the beam-line arrangements .
The portion of beam striking the centre of the leadglass
block is selected with scintillation counters . Electrons
are identified using the threshold gas Cheren1c ov coun-
ters. In order to prevent charge "pileup" in t e ampli-
fier, events are rejected if a second particle arn es in the
time interval from 20 Vs before to 5 ps after tht- particle
initiating the trigger. Such precautions are not needed in
operations at LEPbecause of the 22 ps interval between
bunch crossings .

The output from the amplifier is measured with a
charge sensing ADC operating with a gate length of 2
ps (set symmetrically about the negative portion of the
bi-polar pulse). The long ADC gate effectively reduces
the overall bandwidth, and noise levels are reduced by
-- 15% compared to the value obtained using a peak
sensingADC. The gate length is chosen to maximise the
signal-to-noise ratio.

The mean pulse height for electrons of given energy
is determined from a Gaussian fit to the measured pulse
height distribution . In the results presented in sections 4
and 5, the distributions are truncated within the limits
of -6- 1 ctanAar

	

A.,ntinne from

	

mean.a .aaw .-ua d vv. a-s.v .a . from the moan .

This section describes the response of a single assem-
bly to electromagnetic particles whilst subject to an
axial magnetic field . The experiments are conducted in
the T10 beam at the CERN PS, and the experimental
arrangement is shown in fig . 11 . Each assembly in turn

1110.

Fig. 11 . Schematic view of experimental setup for beam tests at the CERN Proton Synchrotron .

is positioned in the solenoidal magnet [13] so that the
VPT is in the uniform central part of the axial field.

The spread in momenta of particles transported by
the T10 beam (approximately 296 rms) makes a signifi-
cant contribution to the width of the energy distribution
measured in the leadglass.

An estimate of thebeam momentum spread has been
made by finding the value, assumed to be independent
of momentum which, when unfolded from the measured
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Fig. 12 . Triode output as a function of applied axial magnetic
field for three different sources of light, measurements normal-
ised to reading at B = 0.05 T. The lines through the electron

points are spline fits drawn to guide the eye.



energy distributions at different energies, leads to the
expected 1/FE dependence for the intrinsic resolution .
The 11 FE dependence is confirmed by other measure-
ments on these counters made at the CERN SPS and
with similar devices at DESY. By using particles with
momenta in the range 0.5 --> 3.0 GeV/c, a rms momen-
tum bite of 1.7% is derived for the collimator settings
used in these tests . All subsequent data from the T10
test beam have this component unfolded from the en-
ergy resolution .

4.1 . The response as a j"unction of magnetic field

Fig. 12 shows typical VPT output as a function of
axial magnetic field for electrons, LED and scintillator/
LASER light sources (each curve is normalised to the
measurement at 0.05 T). At higher fields all three light
sources show excellent agreement ; below 0.02 T the
scintillator source follows more closely the behaviour of
the electrons than does the LED source.
A detailed attempt to understand the low-field be-

haviour has not been made, but the following qualita-
tive description gives a plausible explanation of the
features. At very low magnetic fields, the sharp rise in
gain with increasing magnetic field is related to the
details of the VPT geometry. There is a loss in gain at
very small magnetic fields because photoelectrons fol-
low the electric field lines to the small rod which passes
through the hole in the centre of the anode (fig. G)
thereby missing the dynode. This loss falls rapidly with
increasing magnetic field as the photoelectrons begin to
follow more closely the magnetic field lines . The photo-
cathode surface area is larger than the anode or dynode .
At very low magnetic fields photoelectrons emitted from
the perimeter of the photocathode are focused towards
the anode by the electric field . At higher magnetic fields
they pass outside the anode area resulting in reduced
output . The differing response for LED and scintilla-
tor/LASER light sources at low fields may reflect the
different way the photocathode response varies as a
function of wavelength across tlrie surface, or the differ-
ent helical paths followed by the photoelectrons result-
ing from their different emission energies. For applied
magnetic fields greater than 0.05 T, the above effects
saturate and the output slowly decreases with field as a
result of the anode grid transmission (through to the
dynode) gradually reducing. At 0.1 T the gain is typi-
cally 15 for «n applied voltage of 1200 V and it falls
approximately linearly with field reaching a value of
around 10 at 1 T.

4.2. The VPT grain

The gain of a VPT is measured by operating the
detector under identical conditions first as a triode, ten
as a diode, and taking the ratio of outputs . Fig . 13

M. Akrawy et «l. / QPA 1 z:w cap electromagnetic calorimeter
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Fig. 13 . Triode gain as a function of applied axial magnetic
field averaged over complete triode sample (1200 V appiied) .
The line through the points is a spline fit drawn to guide the

eye .
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shows the gain averaged over our entire triode sample
measured as a function of axial magnetic field . Note
that at 0.4 T (the initial operational field for OPAL) the
average gain is 13.5 at an applied voltage of 1200 V.

Fig . 14 shows the gain as a function of applied
voltage for an applied magnetic field of B = 0.4 T . It
can be seen that the triode output is insensitive to small
changes of high voltage, a change of 10 V leading only
to a change in gain of 0.5% at 1200 V.

4.3. The "equivalent noise" of a detector

The electronic noise is discussed in section 2.1.5 . The
overall noise (which also includes pickup and ADC
noise) can be expressed in units of energy as the "equiv-
alent noise" of a detector. In units of MeV, it is defined
as a/m where :
a = rms width of the "pedestal" distribution (the ADC

cstput with no signal present)
m = mean (pedestal subtracted) ADC signal for an elec-

tromagnetic shower of energy 1 MeV which is fully
contained within the calorimeter.

The average equivalent noise measured over the full
triode sample is 10.7 MeV for an applied axial magnetic
field of 0.03 T . The numerator of this ratio is almost
independent of magnetic field, but since the denomina-
tor is a function of axial field (see fig . 12), then the
equivalent noise must vary accordingly . Even at the full
axial field of 0.4 T, the equivalent noise remains less
than 13 MeV for a single assembly .

4.4. Measurement of energy resolution for a single detec-
tor

The transverse dimensions of a single detector are
insufficient for it to contain all the energy from a
high-energy electromagnetic shower . Thus the resolu-
tion obtained here has a natural lower limit due to
leakage fluctuations ; results with full lateral contain-
ment are presented in section 5 .1 . In these measure-
ments a block of length 20.5Xo is used, enough to
provide full longitudinal containment at PS energies (up
to 5 GeV) .

The single block energy resolution for 3 GeV elec-
trons, plotted as a function of axial magnetic field, is
shown in fig. 15 .

Fig. 16 shows the energy resolution plotted as a
function of energy . The normalised energy resolution is
better than ç%. /JF at all P4tproipc em to r, C*PV.., ,- ,- .. »_ . _-. C,.__ ,.�1 ,, �, ., .�, . .

4.5. Effects of non-axial magnetic field

The vacuum photo triodes have been developed
specifically for applications where the direction of the
magnetic field is close to the axis of the triode [141 .
However, such VPTs, have acceptable gain even when
the magnetic field makes a significant angle with the
axis . as shown in fig . 17, where the relative output is
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Fig. 17. Triode output as a function of angle of magnetic field
with respect to triode axis in a field of 0.03 T. A blue LED

light source was used for these measurements .

plotted as a function of this angle. The measurements
were made with a blue LED light source illuminating
the photocathode uniformly and with an applied mag-
netic field of 0.03 T. The angular dependence does not
change significantly at higher magnetic fields .

4.6. "Reversed" detectors
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In order to have complete overlap between the end
cap leadglass detector and the forward detectors of

sPs
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Fig. 18 . Schematic view of experimental setup for SPS beam tests .
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Fig. 19 . Percentage nonlinearity defined as the percentage
deviation from a linear relationship as a function of energy .

OPAL, the inner rings of leadglass (closest to the beam
pipe), are mounted with the triode end closest to the
interaction point. Thus particles pass through the triode
before reaching the glass. Assemblies have been tested
in the solenoid with this "reversed" orientation and
compared with the usual arrangement where particles
enter an assembly directly through the glass. For these
measurements an axial magnetic field of 0.4 T is used
and a beam of 3 GeV electrons. A relative decrease in
output of 16% is found with a normalised energy resolu-
tion of ( oE/E )FE = 4.7%.
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4.7. Relating photoelectron yield to shower energy

As already mentioned, in a field of 0.4 T the photo-
electron yield, (the average number of photoelectrons
produced by an electromagnetic particle with energy E
(GeV) is 1800E. This is established from the width of
the pulse height distribution obtained with the LED
source adjusted to give the same signal amplitude as a
fully contained 1 GeV shower. (Electromagnetic showers
cannot be used directly for this estimation because of
the inherent fluctuations in light yield .) Fluctuations in
the number of incident photons and in the yield of
secondary electrons at the dynode are taken into account
in the calculation .

5 . Detector characteristics determined with an army of
leadglass assemblies

This section describes the response of an array of
leadglass assembies in the X5 beam at the CERN SPS .
The !eadgass array can be moved vertically, horizon-
tally and rotated about a vertical axis . The arrangement
is shown schematically in fig. 18 . There is no applied
magnetic field . Since the momentum bite of the X5
beam is 7%, a magnetic spectrometer instrumented with

3.5

3

2.5

2

05

F

ENERGY (GeV)
Fig. 20. Energy resolution as a function of energy for an array
of counter; at zero magnetic field, under different conditions.
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5.1 . The linearity of detector response

ENERGY(G®V)

Fig. 21 . Predicted normalised energy resolution as a function
of energy . A normalised energy resolution of 5%/F is as-
sumed and the effect of electronic noise is included . For
energies up to 1 GeV energy is assumed to be summed over 2
blocks, up to 4 GeV over 4 blocks, up to 15 GeV over 9 blocks

and for higher energies over 25 blocks .

multiwire proportional chambers (MWPCs) is employed
to calculate the momentum of each beam particle .

The beam energy can be set in the range between 3
and 50 GeV, and the beam intensity is typically 1000
particles in a spill time of 2.8 s .

The beam spectrometer momentum resolution is
dominated by multiple scattering at low energies, and
by MWPC position resolution at high energies (0.48%
rms at 6 GeV, 0.25% rms at 50 GeV) . These contribu-
tions to the measured leadglass energy resolution have
been unfolded from the results presented b,Anw.

The beam is aligned centrally into eac.lm counter in
turn to calibrate it before further measurements are
made. An energy of 20 GeV has been used for this
exercise .

The energy linearity is measured in the range 3 to 50
GeV for a 9 block array of detectors with block length
20.5 Xo along the beam direction. Fig. 19 shows the
relation between the nonlinearity (where this is defined
as the percentage deviation (measured-predicted) from
a completely linear relationship) and the beam energy .

0 4.5 O 9 bIk

11 30 bIk, 1.5 X,
0
N /JEnergy Q 30 bIk, 1 .5 Xo , pres .

4 7 ,st 30 bik, 1 .5 x, , pres ., 25°
dY 9 bIk on f-W dee



It is known that at higher energies the shower penetrates
beyond the end of the leadglass block . The excellent
linearity observed is attributed to the following com-
pensating mechanism . The Cherenkov light from
showers which develop deep in the block suffers less
attenuation before it reaches the VPT, and this com-
pensates for the loss of shower energy from the back of
the block.

5.2. The energy resolution of an array of detectors

At energies of a few GeV or less most of the energy
of an electromagnetic shower can be contained laterally
in a single block and it can be measured with good
resolution. At higher energies, fluctuations in the lateral
energy loss become important and it is necessary to use
an array of counters to investigate in a test beam the
performance to be expected in OPAL.

There is a further complication since the fluctuations
in the energy loss from the back of the counters limits
the resolution above energies of about 10 GeV. In
OPAL there is a considerable amount of material in the
front of the counters (the end plates and pressure vessel
of the central tracking chamber) and this reduces the
leakage from the back of the counters. In addition
particles enter at non-normal incidence. The presampler
chambers positioned in front of the leadglass (see fig . 2)
give an estimate of the energy deposited (on a shower-
by-shower basis) in the passive material, reducing the
loss in energy resolution due to fluctuations in shower
development here. The presampler measurements given
in this paper use prototype equipment which was not
optimised . They are presented simply to give an idea of
what can be achieved . More detailed results will be
given in a forthcoming paper [15].

The energy resolutions presented in this section have
electronic noise contributions subtracted . The effects of
noise are considered in section 5.3 .

Fig . 20 presents the energy resolution plotted as a
function of energy (on a logarithmic scale) under a
number of different arrangements. The energy depen-
dence of the energy resolution for a nine block array
with no material in front is well described by the
expression -- 5%~T below 6 GeV, but becomes rela-
tively worse at higher energies. There is good agreement
with the single block results shown in section 4.4.

Adding 1 .5 radiation lengths of lead in front of the
leadglass reduces shower leLiage from the back . In
addition the electromagnetic shower starts earlier and is
therefore more spread laterally . Thw energy deposited in
the glass is in general lower because- of the energy lost in
the lead, and the resolution is degraded because of
fluctuations in this quantity . Results are shown in fig.
20 for a 30 block array with a 1.5XO radiator in front .
At 50 GeV the improved containment almost exactly
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compensates for the increased fluctuations in energy
caused by the lead .

The energy lost in the material in front of the glass
can be compensated on a particle-by-particle basis using
a presampler . Fig. 20 also shows results obtained with a
prototype of the thin gap high gain chamber to be used
in OPAL. The resolution is considerably improved. At
15 GeV the resolution is recovered to the value with no
passive material, and at 50 GeV the overall energy
resolution is improved .

In the analysis presented here, the presampler cor-
rection is made in the following way. The total energy
(E) deposited by an electromagnetic shower is :
E=L+A(E)P,
where L is the energy measured in the leadglass ; P is
the pulse height recorded in the presampler chambers .
The constant A(E) is chosen to optimise the resolution
of the total energy (E) for a given energy.

Finally, fig . 20 shows results obtained with a 30
block array and a radiator and presampler, with par-
ticles entering the leadglass at an angle of 25" with
respect to normal incidence. At the highest energies the
energy resolution is improved compared to the normal
incidence case because of the greater projected depth of
glass which reduces energy leakage .
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5.3 . The effect of electronic noise contributions to energy
resolution

The equivalent noise for an assembly operating in a
magnetic field of 0.4 T is - 13 MeV. In general it is
necessary to sum the signals from several blocks to
obtain the total energy deposited by a single electro-
magnetic shower. If the noise is stochastic the total
noise is obtained by adding the separate contributions
in quadrature. Measurements on a complete Dee con-
firm that any contributions from correlated noise, which
would add coherently, are indeed small. Fig. 21 shows
the expected average effect of noise as a function of
energy assuming that the energy resolution without
contributions from noise follows the form 5%/1,/Ë.
Note that the number of blocks used to sum the total
signal deposited is also a function of energy. At 1 GeV
the resolution is 5.30 and at 0.5 GeV it is 6.25 .

5.4. The variation in detector output as a function of
position across the array

As well as good linearity, it is important that the
calorimeter offers uniform response as a function of
particle entry position . Fig. 22 shows the summed out-
put as a function of position, obtained by scanning a 15
GeV beam of electrons (with beam spot diameter 25
w-m) across three blocks . The beam is at 15 ° from
normal incidence (a typical trajectory in OPAL). A
variation of about 2% peak-to-peak is obtained . In
OPAL, most blocks are staggered longitudinally with
respect to their neighbours [16] . In addition the passive
material in front of the leadglass will tend to spread the
shower before it reaches the EMEC. For those reasons,
and because the measurements were made at zero mag-
netic field, fig. 22 is not representative of OPAL.

5.5 . The spatial resolution of the detector

Since electromagnetic showers spread across more
than one assembly, and the energy is shared by
neighbouring counters, this information can be used to
determine the position of the incoming particle . The
method used here is to calculate the ratio of pulse-
heights in the neighbouring blocks . Position resolutions
have been measured with 6 GeV electrons incident at
15 ° on a prototype 3 x 3 leadglass array; with no ap-

plied magnetic field. The spatial resolution vanes in the
range 8.3 mm to 13.8 mm rms, typical distributions are
shown in figs . 23a, b and c. The spatial resolution is
much improved at higher energies . In separate measure-
ments made with the final detector, electrons fired
centrally into a leadglass block at normal incidence gave
position resolutions as shown in table 4.

In OPAL the position measurement derived from the
leadglass will be complemented by data from the pre-
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5.6. Detector response to charged hadrons

Table 4
Position resolution as a function of energy

20 40
DIFFERENCE (mm)

40mm from Block Centre

Fig. 23 . Position resolution at three positions across the lead-
glass array for a 6 GeV electron beam incident at 15 ° to

normal . (Zero magnetic field.)

sampler chambers, and for charged particles, from the
central drift chamber.

The Cherenkov counters in the X5 beam can be used
to veto electrons and thereby select a sample of hadrons.
In general, showers initiated by hadrons contain both
hadronic and electromagnetic particles . The two compo-
nents propagate and deposit their energy quite differ-
ently in leadglass. Since the glass blocks are only of the
order of 1 absorption length deep much of the hadronic
energy leaks from the back of the counters . As a conse-

~' Multiple scattering contributions which introduce an uncer-
tainty in the predicted impact position and which amount to

25 mm/E have not been unfolded from these numbers.
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quence the variation in energy deposited by fixed en-
ergy hadrons can be very wide . Fig. 24 shows the energy
recorded in the leadglass versus the lateral spread * for
a sample of 40 GeV negative hadrons (pions). For
comparison, fig. 25 shows an equivalent plot for elec-
trons.

Particle identification is clearly possible using this
information. In general, hadronic showers deposit less
energy and are more widely spread than electromag-
netic showers. Note that a small percentage of hadronic
showers have an even smaller spread than electrons, and
these form two categories . The first comprises noninter-
acting hadrons which give a small signal in the lead
glass and the second, hadrons which travel most of the
way through the glass but interact just in front of the
triode.

The beam Cherenkov counters used to separate pious
from electrons were not completely efficient and in fig.
24 there is a small electron contamination (of order 10
electrons) . This background can be calculated on a
statistical basis if the efficiencies of the Cherenkov
counters are known.

"spread" is here defined as the ratio of the ZnLrgy Nummea

in the 8 surrounding counters to the energy i.i the central
counter.
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Fig. 25 . Signal measured for 40 GeV electron beam versus
spread, where spread is defined as the ratio of energy summed
in the 8 surrounding counters to the energy in the central

counter.

The dotted lines on figs . 24 and 25 show cuts that
could be applied to distinguish between hadronic and
electromagnetic showers. For example with an electron
detection efficiency of 90%. a hadron misidentification
of 1 in 300 is obtained . The hadron rejection is defined
as being the reciprocal of the misidentification .

At lower energies the separation is less clear and the
hadron rejection reduces as shown in table 5.

6. Radiation damage and recovery of CE

	

IV 25 lead-
glass

Leadglass is susceptible to damage by ionising radia-
tion which creates colour centres [17) causing strong
absorption of light in the near ultraviolet, visible and
nPnr infrnreci

Energy [GeV] Rejection

10 66t 11
,n 134t 30

40 298 + 235
- 91
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Two sets of measurements have been made to in-
vestigate the effect of radiation on CEREN 25 glass. In
each case samples are arranged centrally between 4
radioactive sources consisting of rods of cobalt-60. The
dose rate is 80 Gy/h and the radiation is uniform to
within f20% throughout the volume [181 .

6.1 . First measurements using full-sized blocks of 92 x 92
x 520 MM 3

Two full-sized blocks of CEREN 25 have been
irradiated with a total dose of 10 Gy. The transmission
of each of the blocks was compared with that of a third
block which had not been irradiated, using a blue LED
((X) = 490 nm). The blocks are instrumented with
vacuum photo triodes and the signal is digitised in
ADCs .

The relative transmission, T, is the ratio of the
optical transmission after irradiation to the optical
transmission before . Immediately after the irradiation,
the relative transmissions of the two blocks were mea-
sured to be 29% .

The first block was stored at 0°C for 4 days and
after this time the relative transmission increased to
42%. For a further 24 days it remained at room temper-
ature (25"' C) and T, rose to 60%. Following a further 16
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Fig. 26 . Relative transmission (see text) for a block of length
520 mm glass as it anneals as a function of time after receiving
a dose of 10 Gy . The line through the points is a spline fit

drawer to guide the eye.
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Fig. 27 . Relative transmission (see text) after irradiation with
UV light, following a dose of 10 Gy and being partially
recovered - as shown in fig. 26 . The line through the points is

a spline fit drawn to guide the eye.

h at 120" C the relative transmission recovered to 98%.
The history of the second block is summarised in

figs . 26 and 27 . Fig. 26 shows the gradual increase of Tr
at room temperature immediately following the irradia-
tion. After this, the block was irradiated with a 125 W
hlanova fluorescence lamp and recovered to T, = 91 % as
shown in fig . 27 .

The use of UV light and increased temperature to
anneal radiation damage in leadglass is a well known
procedure [19] .

6.2 . Second measurements using small samples of glass

A spectrophotometer has been used to measure the
effect of irradiation on optical transmission as a func-
tion of wavelength using small glass blocks measuring

z40 x 25 x 10 mm-. The measurements are made through
the 25 mm dimension, approximately one radiation
length of CEREN 25 . Transmission measurements made
in this way always include a loss of light due to reflec-
tions from the surfaces of the sample . Correcting for the
effects of these refie._'av ~. rivcb u><c :%wmai transtms-
sion".

The advantage of using an intense source of radia-
tion is that measurements can be made as a function of
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applied dose without significant recover' taking place
during irradiation. Fig. 28 shows the reduction in trans-
mission with increasing dose measured with light of
wavelength A = 440 nm. Fig. 29 summarises the full
history of a block receiving a total dose of 40 Gy and
then being subjected to a number of treatments . The
top curve shows the internal transmission measured as a
function of spectrophotometer wavelength before re-
ceiving radiation. After a dose of 40 Gy the transmis-
sion drops by about 50% as shown on the bottom curve.
Subsequent curves show the recovery after 3 and 6 days
at room temperature, and then 1 and 4 h of UV light.
After the combined treatment transmission is recovered.
The small block recovers much more quickly than the
full-sized block as the UV light can penetrate the entire
volume more easily.

7 . Conclusions

The OPAL end cap electromagnetic detector was the
first calorimeter designed to use leadglass instrumented
by vacuum photo triodes, for operation in an intense
axial magnetic field . This paper presents a comprehen-
sive set of development measurements which demon-
strate the power of the technique.

The equivalent noise of an individual detector is
found to be 10 (13) MeV at axial fields of B = 0.0(0 .4)
T. For energies below 10 GeV, with fields of B = 0.4 T,
the normalised energy resolution is <_ 5%O/F . The
spatial resolution is less than 10 mm for energies >_ 5
GeV.
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